
Step 4 – Introduction about How to setup 
Favorites bar, Bookmarks Toolbar, or 

Bookmarks bar, depending on the Browser.

• Microsoft Edge and Internet Explorer Browsers call 
them Favorites bar.  Mozilla Firefox Browser is 
called Bookmarks Toolbar.  Google Chrome and 
Opera Browsers call them Bookmarks bar.

• When you open your Browser, it typically does not 
show the bar.  That’s why I will show you in the 
Step 4 in each Part to how to setup the bar on each 
Browser.

• Next explains the Bar on each Browser.



• When you setup Favorites bar in Microsoft Edge 
and Internet Explorer Browsers, you can add 
Websites on the Favorites bar.  You can also add 
Folders on the Favorites bar and add Websites 
under the Folders.  Microsoft Edge use to allow 
Websites under the Folders, but now it just allows 
one Website under the Folders, which is not good.  
But, when you Import Bookmarks on another 
Browser to Microsoft Edge, the Websites under the 
Folders work, which is good.  That’s why I Import 
Bookmarks to Microsoft Edge.  Step 5 shows you 
how to do it.  Internet Explorer allows you to add a 
number of Websites under the Folders, which is 
good.

• Next explains the other Browsers.



• When you setup Bookmarks Toolbar in Mozilla 
Firefox, you can add Websites on the Bookmarks 
Toolbar.  You can also add Folders on the 
Bookmarks Toolbar and add Websites under the 
Folders, which is good.

• When you setup Bookmarks bar in Google Chrome 
and Opera Browsers, you can add Websites on the 
Bookmarks bar.  You can also add Folders on the 
Bookmarks bar and add Websites under the 
Folders, which is good.

• Next explains more about them.



• If you want to add a lot of Websites and Folders on 
the bar, I recommend you do that on one Browser, 
like I did with Mozilla Firefox.  As I mentioned 
before, I recommend you have two Browsers.  
Once you add a lot of Websites and Folders on the 
bar in your Browser it is easier to Import them on 
your second Browser.  But, each Browser is 
different to Import.  As I mentioned before, Step 5 
shows you how to Import.

• Next explains more about Import on each Browser.



• Microsoft Edge use to allow Import from other 
Browsers to the Favorites bar.  But, it now just allows 
Import to Favorites, but you can move them from 
Favorites Bar, which is better.

• Internet Explorer allows to Import from just Google 
Chrome to the Favorites bar.

• Mozilla Firefox allows to Import from Microsoft Edge, 
Internet Explorer and Google Chrome to the 
Bookmarks Toolbar.  It doesn’t allow Opera.

• Google Chrome allows to Import from Microsoft Edge, 
Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox to the 
Bookmarks bar.  It doesn’t allow Opera.

• Opera allows to Import from Internet Explorer, Mozilla 
Firefox and Google Chrome to the Bookmarks bar.  It 
doesn’t allow Microsoft Edge.

• Next explains more about the bars.



• As I mentioned before in Step 3, I recommend you 
setup one or two Home pages, and Step 3 shows 
you how to do that. Once you setup your Home 
pages, I recommend you add the home pages 
websites on to your bar.  Step 4 Parts show you 
how to that in each Browser.  The reason to do 
that, is if you go to another Website on one of your 
Home pages, it is easier to click on the Website link 
on the bar to go back to your Home page vs. type 
in the full HTML. Once you setup Folders and other 
Websites under the Folders on your bar, it is easier 
to click on a Folder and click on the Website you 
want to go back to the Website you want.

• This is the End of Step 4 Introduction.


